Th e bas ic princ iples of the group properti es of physical quantitie s are reviewed. The proble ms assoc iated with th e dime nsion s of angle a nd logarithm are solved by using fun c tional equation s, ins tead of a nalyti c express ion s , for de finin g fun ctions of non numerical quantities. It is concluded that th e ne pe r a nd radian are relate d by Np= -j rad , so that when th e radian is considered as a base unit . the ne pe r beco mes a de riv ed unit, a nd is the 5 I unit for logarithmi c quantiti es.
Introduction
Theore ti cal physics and e ngin eerin g are base d on math e matical mod els of th e ph e nom e na of na ture, i.e ., th e relati ons amo ng meas urable phys ical e ntiti es are expressed by math e mati cal equ ati o ns . Scie nti s ts ori ginall y consid e red th ese equ atio ns to be rela ti ons a mon g numbers, with th e numb er s re prese ntin g th e meas ures of qu a ntities expresse d in te rm s of agreed-upon units . Maxwe ll was one of th e first to realize th at thi s inte rpretati on of e quations in scie nce is sterile compared t o th e quantity calculus con ce pt. In th e mode rn quantity equation vi ewpoint, the lette r s ymbols in an equation re prese nt mathe mati cal ele me nts, called quantities, whi c h are in a one-toone co rres pond e nce with th e meas urabl e e ntiti es of th e labora tory.
In meas ure me nt, the physical e ntity corres pondin g to th e ma th e mati cal e le me nt (quantity) q is meas ured by its ra tio to a s tandard entity sa mple called a measurement unit. The mathemati cal co unte rpart of thi s measure ment unit is th e symbolbc unit, [ql. Th e res ult of a meas ure me nt is thu s modele d by th e relation q = { q} [q] (1) express in g th e values of th e qu a ntity as the produ c t of a pos itive rea l numbe r, {q} (th e measure or numerical value of the quantity) , and the c hose n unit. Sin ce th e law s of phys ics are observed as proportionalities amon g meas ures , these law s are modeled by multipli cative relations.
If, experime ntally, th e meas ure of a quantity q is proportional to the product of the measure s of the quantities p and s, the experime nter' s meas ure equation {q}=k{p}{s} can be ge neralized to the theoretical quantity equation q=nps
where q , p , s are mathe matic al e le ments in the dimension spaces D(q) , D(p) , D (s ) , a nd n is a number. D (q) is co mmonl y called "the dime nsion of q" . By takin g th e dim e nsion s pace of numb e r , D(n } , as the ide ntity elem e nt, the set of dimen sion s be comes an Abelian group . Th e " produ c t" Subject Class ijica l £o ,, ; 2000 . psis not yet defined. However, a postulate on the completeness of a physical law (see reference [1] 1) implies that the product operation has the following property:
AMS
" (5) and the system of units is said to be coherent (strictly speaking, coherent with the system of quantities and equations used to represent the theory).
The number of independent dimensions is a matter of taste and convenience. In the International System of Units, those "units which by convention are regarded as dimensionally independent" [2] Me called "base units."
Supplementary Units
The dimension space of "angle" is frequently taken as identical to the dimension space of numbers; the quantity, angle, is the-n numeric, and its unit, radian, can be interpreted as a special name for the number 1. On the other hand, it is often convenient to distinguish "work" and "torque" as being entities of different kinds, by assigning them to different dimen,sion spaces. In this case, angles are not numbers, and the radian is a base unit. The General Conference on Weights and Measures has very properly declined to make a dogmatic decision on this question of taste and convenience, so has classified the radian (and steradian) as supplementary units in the SI.
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), although it no longer recognizes the use of radian as a base unit, formerly gave two definitions of "angle." One of these definitions was based on the concept of "analytical angle," defined as the ratio of the arc cut out on a circle to the radius of that circle. This concept makes "angle" a pure number. The second definition was based on the concept of "geometrical angle," which expresses the degree of divergence between two intersecting straight lines. In this concept, which is usually used in technology, "angle" possesses its own nature and dimension, and the radian is a base unit.
The engineering practice of making a dimensional distinction between "number" and "angle" is related to the existence, and use, of a multiplicity of units. An angle cannot be completely described by a number alone; the unit (radian, degree, grade , etc.) must also be stated. It is therefore meaningless to say, for example, that a certain angle is greater than 2.
Logarithmic Quantities
The nature of the units and dimensions of "logarithmic quantities" such as attenuation and level raises problems similar to those raised by "angle." The attenuation of a "signal" (communication signal, light beam, electric power, etc.) can be measured by comparison with the attenuation associated with a standard reference situation. A I-bel standard for attenuation in a transmission path makes the output (transmitted) power 1/10 of the input (incident) power and makes the output voltage and currentYl7IO of the input voltage and current. A I-neper standard makes the output power I/e 2 of the input power, and the output voltage and current lIe of the input voltage and c urrent. Thus a given attenuation can be expressed as, say, 1 bel (commonly given as 10 decibels) or as 1.151 nepers. The given quantity, attenuation, is expressed as the product of a numerical value and a unit, and the prevalence of two different units makes such a statement as "The attenuation was 3" an incomplete statement. The quantity, attenuation, is therefore not a pure number, but is an element in some other dimension space.
Since attenuation-can be expressed as the logarithm of the ratio of two values of a quantity, it is the logarithm of a number. This creates the paradoxical situation wherein a nonnumerical dimension is assigned to a function of a pure number.
The major object of this paper is to resolve this paradox, i.e., to explore the existence of possible pairings of numeric and nonnumeric functions of numeric and nonnumeric variables.
Structure of the Group of Quantities
A set of coherent units forms a group which is isomorphic to the group of dimensions. Since the primitive quantities can be expressed as products of units by positive real numbers, they constitute the direct product group ~ X <;g, whe re ~ is the group of positive real numbers, and <;g the Abelian multiplicative group of units. For mathematical treatment of quantities, it is necessary to choose reference direc tions or polarities, creating negative measures. The quantity group becomes !?J2 X <;g, where !?J2 is the field of re al numbers.
The group !?J2 X <;g has the following propertie s:
If au de notes the element in !?J2 X <;g determined by the element a of !?J2 and the element u of <;g, then and hold for any a, bin !?J2 and any u, v in <;g.
Relations like
can always be decomposed into independent relations:
au=cu~ a=c bv=dv~ b=d and the equations of physics can be written in dimensionally homogeneous form.
(6)
In physics and engineering, it is frequently convenient, for mathematical manipulation, to use complex numbers. Basically, this is an artifice to allow the simultaneous treatment of pairs of complementary quantities. The familiar elementary example is the simultaneous treatment of sine and cosine components of an oscillatory solution of a differential equation. This is a special case of a general artifice using hypercomplex quantities to simultaneously manipulate related quantities having different dimensions [3] . The usual occurrence of this device is in the form au+jbv where a and b are real numbers, and the unit imaginary, j, serves as a redundant but useful "flag_"
We first examine the implications of allowing angle to be nonnumeric. If we define cos () and sin 0, as quantities, by cos 0-2 , n=O n.
( 9) then each term of the expansion on the right must have the same dimension, and this must be the dimension of the quantity on the left. This "dimensional homogeneity" requires
If we interpret eq (9) to be only numerical equations with 0 representing the measure of the angle relative to the radian as a unit, no such conclusion can be drawn. In that case, we must consider some other definition of angle as a quantity, which is compatible ,with (9) as a relation among numerical values. Now cos 0 and sin 0 can also be defined as appropriate solutions of the differential relations
In this case, dimensional homogeneity requires
which again implies
D2(8) =D(l)
, and the dimensions of various functions of 0 are not known a priori; in particular, functions of 8 are not necessarily numerical.
Classes of Functions in f!lt X !iff
Denote the unity element of ~ by 1. Since 1 is idempotent, a function f(x) defined on fYt can also be considered as defined on fYt Xl:
Generalization tof(x) withJEfYt X ~ and XEfYt X ~ develops the additional classes offunctions:
The use of lowe r-case letters for ele ments of ~ (or ~ X 1) and capital lette rs for gene ral ele me nts of ffj X C# will simplify the presentation , and avoid the need for repeated stateme nts about domains and ranges.
Since multiplication is defin ed in ~ X C#, multiplication of non-numerical quantities ge ne rates trivial example s of Class D. Ge ne ralization of other functions will be based on implicit definiti ons provided by functional equations , in particular, by addition theorems and multiplication theore ms possessed on ~.
For classes C and D, multiplication theorems are inappropriate; addition theorems are require d, with the te rms of the argument containing the same factor from C#. For class B, a multiplication theore m is required to separate this class from D by restricting the domain. The lack of addition on C § necessitates dimensional homogeneity in equations; the ge ne ral multiplication and addition theorems for classes (B), (C), and (D) are: where and UeC#.
Although F is a mapping of ~ onto ~ X C#, it is implicitly de fin ed by a functional equati on E(F) in its own image space. The inve rse mapping is similarly defin ed by an equ a tion e (f) in its image s pace. The mappings thus give
The relations so far are comple tely general, permitting an infinity of fun ctions s ati sfyin g pairs of multiplication/addition theore ms. If we wish to select a set of fun ction s havin g special prop erti es, the 'simplest and most interesting se t comprises those fun ctions ha ving unique fun cti onal theore ms, (Y» , (16) the inverse of (14) is
For (17) and (13) to have ide ntical form, (14) and (13) must be
The ~-component of F (the unit of F) can be factored out of-(18b), making the equation appear to be a trivial combination of the solution of
and an arbitrary unit of~. For real x, (19) has the well-known solution
where the logarithm may be taken to any base. Since f(x) is the measure {F(x)}, its different numerical values associated with different logarithmic bases may be interpreted as different measures corresponding to different choices of the size of the unit of F, that is, to different choices of a when F(a) is the sample taken as the unit of F .
Since the quantity F (x) is invariant to unit choice, we can write
where {F}u denotes the measure of F when F(a) is the unit. In terms of F(b) as the unit,
Combining (21) and (22) yields
as the relation between different measures of F(x). Now (24) so that the solution (20) can be written
implying that F (x) is a generalized nonnumericallogarithm:
with LOG a an element of ~. The engineering usages of neper (Np) and bel as units are interpretable as usage of LOG e and LOG v10 as units, with the quantity, attenuation (gain, loss), defined by LOG ylP I/P 2 , where PI and P 2 are the power at points 1 and 2 of a system: LOG e=Np (27) 132
With the introduction of the complex number artifice, (I8b) has also the solution
For the inverse to be unique, the modulus of x must be fixed, conveniently at unity. The "natural" unit of F 2 is given by
Equations (18) have, therefore, two primitive solutions:
(1) For x, yEP~, F, (x) =LOGx mapping the multiplicative group .9t onto an additive group .2? of logarithms: (2) For x, YE 1f , (the multiplicative group of complex numbers of unit modulus)
where e is the additive group of angles.
These two primitive solutions can be combined into a general solution:
where Y!? is the complex number field. Thus F maps the product of the two multiplicative groups .9t and Y!?, onto the union of the two additive groups .2? and 8.
for integral n.
Since f(X) E1f, the right hand side of (34) is defined for general complex numbers z in place of n. Generalization of (34) yields
Now (27) and (29) Thus when the radian is considered to be a base unit, the neper is dimensionally the same as a radian, if the imaginary j is considered dimensionally numeric. When radian is considered to be a special name for the number I, neper becomes a special name for -j, not a special name for the number 1 as is~sometimes stated.
Equation ( Thus F is a mapping of complex numbers onto complex angles.
In particular, measuring in radians and nepers, and for
In electrotechnology, if the input of a two·port network has the complex amplitude SI, and its output, S2, then the logarithm of the ratio S dS2 is called the "transfer exponent" of the network.
{For a transmission line, the transfer exponent per unit length is called the "propagation coefficient."} Publication 27-2 of the International Electrotechnical Commission expresses the transfer exponent as r = A + j B, with a footnote on the unit of r that, in general, units are used only with A and B separately. Thus A is expressed in nepers, and B in radians, and r involves a mixture of units. Equations (38) and (43) show that r can be considered to be dimensionally homogeneous, being expressed as a complex number times a radian or a neper.
Formulas (42) for f «()) and f(L) involve the explicit appearance of units of e and l, a featur~ that is undes irable in quantity relations. This situation arises from the original stipulation that I(X) be num e rical for class C fun ction s, and is associated with the definition 
for numerical x. Equation (45) can be generalized [3] to the quantity equation e i8 = cos e + j sin ()
if we assign the dimensional prope rti es
D (cos e) = D(l)
The function e jO becomes a dimensional hybrid , i. e., it is a vector having components in two dim e nsion spaces . This mixed dim e nsionality is, however, admissible in (lSa), since (47) implies that elements of the form a + jb() comprise a multiplicative group.
Analogously, e" =cos h L +sinh L (4S) with
In general, the exponential function of a nonnume ri c quantity provides an artifice for the simultaneous treatment of differentially related quantities of different dimensions. Those hybrid quantities comprise a hypercomplex algebra on a subspace of the vector space of dimensions; they are elements of a division ring, and isomorphic to 2 X 2 matrices.
Conclusions
Angle and logarithm are interrelated dimensionally, as well as analytically. When radian is conside red a base unit, neper becomes a derived unit, and should be considered the 51 unit for logarithmic quantiti es.
